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The chapter p.resents a survey of anthropological approaches to the stuoy
of space. Recent debates about the reproduction of locality and community
under conditions of globalization have reinforced a scholarly tradition that
views space pr:imarily as a culturally constructed, multivocal realm of iden-
tification. On the other hand, a tradition focusing on the political economy
of space stresses the constraints imposed upon peopleG fves by spatial
power relatiorLs. As the example of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands iliustlates,
an anthropological study of region needs to combine these two perspecti-
ves and complement them with a diachronic view.
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In tlhis chapter I will summarize some general characteristics of anthropo-
logical approaches to iss'ues of space, place, and region. To date region has not
played a significant role in the repertoire of anthropological keywords. Region
has neither been defined. as a concept nor has there developed a discourse on
the specific analytical potential of region as a field of study. However, from the
discussion of certain antlrropological approaches to space and spatiaily defined
social identities, valuable insights can be derived for the study of region from
an anthropologicai perspective.

While anthropologists and other social scientists have engaged with mat-
ters of spatial identificati,on flow and thery neither place nor region, which may
be seen as place on a larger scale, have found a prominent place in the social
sciences (see Gieryn 2000; Rodman 1992; Schroer 2006). place has often been
taken for granted as the physical setting of other concepts such as culture or
society and not been acr:orded a meaning of its own. In contradistinction to
such views, anthropologist Margaret lRodman has argued that
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"places are not inert containers. They are politicized, culturally relative,
historically specific, local and multiple construitions. ...Places have multiple
meanings that are constructed spatially. The physica.l, emotional, and expe-
riential realities places hold for their inhabitants at particular times need to be
understood apart from their creation as the locales bf ethnography,, (Rodman
7992: 641).

In accordance with geographical understandings of place and region, anth-
ropologists have viewed space from fwo different perspectives: (1) is an ana-
lytical construct in the localization of culture, i.e., ther pioverbial ethnographic
field site or the territory of the group under study u,na 1z; from a natJratstic
perspective, as the realm of sociaily mediated experience. The latter experien-
tial perspective can be considered as anthropology's .most important .o.,t.ib.r-
tion to the social-scientific analysis of space. I will retum to it in the second part
of the chapter.

First I will focus my attention to the re-engagernent with place that has
occurred in anthropology in recent years in responseto a generai rethinking of
Iocal life worlds under conditions of globalization. At a time when anthropo-
logy has been focusing its attention to an increasing degree on global, transc^on-
tinental, transnational flows and imaginations, a gene:ral need of re-evaluating
previously held notions of place as locality has become apparent during the
1990s. Interest in geographical areas that are obviously not global may be seen
as representing a countercurrent of interest that recognizes the importance of
sPaces and relations below, as it were, the level of global interconnections.
A focus on place and region (as spaces on a smaller scale than globalism)
reflects - and can be fruitfully compared with - anthropology,s reviving debate
on community and locality.

The terms community and locality have been usecl to describe more or less
identical phenomena, albeit with somewhat different semantic connotations.
Current debates on these concepts also illustrate a common understanding
among anthropologists that it is impossible to consicler 'the local' in the mo-
dern world without making some kind of reference to the impact of 'the global'
on local worlds. While the fragmenting pressure of individualizationL in mo-
dern societies works to erode local communities fronn within, there are other
simultaneous forces at work that rather serve to reinfo,rce and reassert llocal life
worlds.

Lack of space forbids a more detailed historical survey of the use of the
community concept in the social sciences (cf. Brint i2001). It has been a key
concept in many classical social theories, usually as orne of a pair of opposites,
be they Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaff (Ferdinand Tonnies and Max weber) or
mechanical and organic solidarity (Emile Durkheim). The idea of community
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as a sPatially and socially bounded unit was also fundamental to the classical
ethnographic studies of functionalist anthropology. While simplistic notions of
such communities as errtities that are in some way clearly set apart from the
outside world, which were entertained by early anthropologists, are no longer
considered to be appropriate in today's world, the generic concept of commu-
nity has by no means vanished from social-scientific discourse. In a recent
survey of the literature, sociologist Daniel Brint defines communities in a very
general sense as'aggregates of people who share common activities and/or
beliefs and who are bound together principally by relations of affect, loyalty,
common values, and/or personal concern' (Brint 2001: 8).

A definition of this Jkind signals a move away from the idea of community
as something that is fixed in space toward a concept of community as some-
thing based on a shared ideology and practice. This shift identifies community
more or less explicitly with other concepts long fashionable in both scholarly
anthropological and public discourse, those of collective identities based on
nation, ethnicity, political interest, and the like. In fact, as has been argued by
vered Amit (Amit2002:3), the idea of community is still very much alive even
in postmodemist anthropological investigations of mobile transnationals, which
are still focusing their interest on migrant enclaves or using a terminology of
'transnational communities'. Such concerns illustrate a continued interest in
integrated and bounded. fields of social interaction. This continuous search by
anthropologists for fields defined by an association of place and culture is
propelled by two mutually reinforcing impetuses: (1) anthropology's methodo-
logical and theoretical toolkit has been developed with regard to the study of
small-scale populations. These 'traditional' groups that have for such a long
time been the focus of ethnographic research are now being incorporated into
ever larger systems of political, economic, and cultural integration; so anthro-
pologists have to work harder to account for the context and rationale of such
groups. (2) Anthropology's methodolory of participant observation and its fo-
cus on what is usually uLnderstood by 'culture' encourage a bias toward small-
scale collectivities as the proper subject of ethnographic investigation.

While anthropology has its own historical reason for searching for commu-
nities, at the same time a discourse of community has become almost ubiqui-
tous in the realm of ider:rtity politics. Politics of multiculturalism and nationa-
lism feature claims based on essential cultural differences between clearly
definable 'ethnic groups'. So even if anthropologists deconstruct the political
ramifications of such claims, they cannot ignore the constant reference to 'eth-
nic identity' in the iderrtity politics of the people they usually study. It is
almost ironic that anthropologists are beginning to recognize at the same time
that a sense of collective belonging in the daily life of modern societies is likely
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to be, PerhaPS even more oftery fashioned not by the primordial bo;nds that
take center stage in political rhetoric but by rather rnundane and ephemerai
daily activities and opportunities for consociation such as work, leisure activi-
ties, club membership, or neighborhood.

From this perspective community in modern socielty is located at tlhe inter-
section, as it were, of two powerful social forces, those of gtobal encompas-
sment and of individualization, both of which have the potential of eroding
community. With regard to such views of communit;r as an endangered form
of sociality, community has more often become identilied as an idea than as an
actual social form, as something that is primarily shaped by a collective iden-
tity rather than by interaction. The most compelling version of this a.pproach
has been Benedict Anderson's well known concept of the 'imagined conunu-
nity' (Anderson 1983). In fact, the imagination of corrLmunity is being unders-
tood as a reaction to the actual weakening of community's structural bounda-
ries and in most instances, it is still oriented toward flfre mobilization of actual
social relations. As suggested by Amit (Amit2002), a siense of community does
not only arise out of historically entrencJhed, ongoing social relations, but also,
even to a large extent, out of an emotional attachment, a sense of belonging to
a certain collectivity. This sense of attachment is both highly personal and
collective at the same time (cf. Amit and Rapport 2002).

Locality has more recently become a rival concept to community in anthro-
pological discourse. Notions of locality may refer explicitly to procresses of
emplacement, as expressed in the following quote by'Nadia Lovell:

_ "Belonging to a particular locality evokes the notio,n of loyalty to a p,[ace,
a loyalty that may be expressed through oral or written histories, narratives of
origin as belonging, the locality of certain objects, myths, religious and ri.tual
performances, or the setting up of shrines such as musieums ind exhibitions.
Yet belonging is also fundamentally defined through a sense of experience, a
phenomerology of locality, which serves to create, mould and reflect pe:rcei-
ved ideals surrounding place. Accounts of how such loyalties are cieaLted,
perpetuated and modified are of relevance to an understanding of identily at
individual and, more importantly, collective levels, sin,:e belonging and loca-
lity as markers of identity often extend beyond individual experiences and
nostalgic longing for a particular place. lBelonging may thus be seen as a way
of remembering instrumental in the co:nstruction of collective tnurnoty ,rri-
rounding place" (Lovel 1998:1).

A reading of locality more widespreerd in contemporary anthropolorg/ uses
the term in a less naturalistic and more metaphoriceLl sense, as proposed in
Arjun Appadurai's often cited essay on 'the production of locality,:
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"I view locality as primarily relational and contextual rather than as scalar
or spatial. I see it as a complex phenomenological quality, constituted by a
series of links between the sense of social immediacy, the technologies of in-
teractivity, and the reJlativity of contexts. This phenomenological qrulity, which
expresses itself in.certain kinds of agency, sociality, and reproduiibiliiy, is the
main predicate of locality as a category (or subject) that I seek to explore. In
corrtrast, I use the term neighborhood to refer to the actually existing social
forms in which locality, as a dimension or value, is variably realized.-Neigh-
bolhoods, in this usage, are situated communities characterized by their aju-
ality, whether spatial or virtual, and their potential for social reproduction,,
(Appadurai 1996: 17tl-179).

To Appadurai, locality is not something that simply exists by itself, but
rather, an 'inherently {ragile social achievement' (Appadurai 1996: r79) that
needs to be carefully maintained and reproduced. He distinguishes among
tfuee main strategies irr the reproduction of locality:

- lfhe creation of local subjects in rites de passage

- the spatial production of locality in its material dimension (houses, stre-
ets, territories, et,c.)

- cosmological and ritual practices that serve to establish locality in space
and time through performance, representation, and action (Appadurai
1t996:779-180).

In Appadurai's ow:n words:

"Local knowledge is substantially about producing reliably local subjects
as 'well as about proclucing reliably local neighborhoods within which iuch
subjects can be recognized and organized. In this sense, local knowledge is
what it is not principally by contrast with other knowledges... but by virtie of
its local teleology ancl ethos" (Appadurai 1996:1,gI).

He thus draws a clerar distinction between locality as a form of knowledge
and neighborhood as the material basis for the production of this form of
knowledge. [:r his conception, neighborhood closely resembles the notion of
habitus, as a historically produced set of spatiotemporal contexts with their
or,tm set of 'localized riifuals, social categories, expert practitioners, and infor-
med audiences'where local subjects are produced 'in a regular and regulated
man-ner' (Appadura|1996:185). However, Appadurai also recognizes a more
dynamic aspect of neig;hborhoods by acknowledging that in the process of
Iocal subjects' activities in the production, representation, and reproduction of
culture, the material contexts of their life worlds can also be transformed both
materially and conceptualiy.

Under conditions of modernity, the task of reproducing locality is beco-
ming an increasingly complicated struggle. This is due, on the one hand, to the

81.
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efforts of the nation-state to define all neighborhoods in terms of their allegian-
ce to the state and, on the other, to the growing disjuncture between territory
and both individual and collective experience. This disjuncture is being ptop"i-
led most importantly by the blurring of the distinctjion between spatial and
virtual neighborhoods due to the forces of the electronic mass media (Appadu-
rai 1996: L89). Thus, according to Appadurai, locality is - and always has been
to some degree - fragile in two senses: (1) the materiaLl reproduction of neigh-
borhoods is up against the corrosion of context and (2) neighborhoods are
subject to the impact of more complex hierarchical organizations, most notably
the nation-state.

Such views on the fragile nafure of local contexts notwithstanding, recent
ethnographic studies have shown that locality is very much alive and well as
a meaningful structure of people's everyday lives despite the eroding force of
globalism. It can indeed be argued that the analysis of locality and its produc-
tion - just like the above-mentioned interest in the corrtinuing role of commu-
nity - is particularly well suited to the grassroots approach to social worlds and
everyday life experiences favored by anthropologists. In a recent effort to argue
for a'postglobalist anthropology', that is, an approach that goes beyond the
commonsense global-local opposition, Harri Engluncl addresses the specific
role played by sites and places in processes of global circulation:

"I suggest an approach to emplacement that discloses ethnographic sub-
jects as situated in specific historical conditions that are as much embodied as
they are discursively imagined. Ideas, practices, images, and institutions are,
in this perspective, at once both particular and capable of spreading widely as
elements of the globalist imagination" (Englund 2002:263).

In other words, the notion of 'emplacement' that Englund employs in his
effort to define the situatedness of both people and cultures, refers to a perspec-
tive where the subject is 'inextricably situated in a historically and existentially
specific condition' (Englund 2002: 267). Emplacement means lived practice in
a place that is defined by its location, material form, history, and meanigful-
ness. The ethnographer's task, Englund concludes, is 1ro study the expressions
of globalist imagination through the eyes of actors that are situated in such
specific existential and historical circumstances. Whil,e by no means denying
the impact of global forces and imaginings, the focus on emplacement takes the
specific circumstances of people's engagement with global flows into conside-
ration - circumstances that are responsible for variable capacities to act upon
or react to processes on a global scale.

Such recent anthropological reflections on space that have been prompted
by contemporary reconsiderations of community and locality in a globalized
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world crosscut with the above-mentioned, more 'traditional' anthropological
concern with the cultural mediation of space. Margaret Rodman has called for
a comlbination of several different perspectives in order to fuily understand the
social construction of space:

"Anthropologists would do well to follow geographers' renewed interest
in reunifying location (i.e., the spatial distribution of socioeconomic activity
such as trade networks), sense of place (or attachment to place), and locale (the
setting in which a particular social activity occurs, such as church) to yield a
more rounded undelstanding of places as culturally and socially consiructed
in practice" (Rodman 1992: 642; italics in the original).

An often cited article by Nancy Munn (Munn 1990) has demonstrated how
ethnographic analyses of social practices with regard to their geographic set-
ting can identify the construction of 'regional worlds in experience.'In a simi-
lar vein, Rodman aims to 'consider how specific places implicate each other in
a wider geographicai rnilieu' (Rodman 1992:644). Taking the region of contem-
porary Melanesia for a:n example, she proceeds to outline the concept of ,mul-
tilocali.ty' as crucial forr the understanding of how spatial experiences, social
practices, and localesl are intertwined in modern societies. Multilocality, h
Rodman's view, enconrpasses four dimensions:

- a 'decentered anerlysis'which understands the construction of place from
multiple viewpoints, Eurocentric and indigenous

- a 'comparative or contingent analysis' of place as intertwined in a system
of connections that links multiple agents in different localities

- a 'reflexive relatiLonship' with place, taking the observers' own way of
,experiencing certain places they encounter and being shaped by them
into consideration

- a consideration o,f the 'polysernic meaning of place' for different groups
and individuals (Rodman 1992: 646-647).

[r a final step, multilocality is to be joined with 'multivocality' in order to
'look "through" these places, explore their limits with others, consider why
they are constructed as they are, see how places represent people, and begin to
understand how people embody places' (Rodman 1992: 6s2). The notion of
multivocality refers to the fact that places are constructed culturally through
experiences and narrati'ves reflecting specific 'senses of place'. The collection of
essays of the same titler, edited by Steven Feld and Keith H. Basso (Feld and
Basso 1996), can be cited as a prime exampie of anthropology's concern with

1 Following Giddens (Cliddens 1984, ch.3), Rodman views locales as 'physical settings of
social activity as situated geographically'.
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Place as a cuitural construct. The investigation of senses of place calls for ant-
hropology's commitment to long-term ethnography. tr(eith Basso's own study
(Basso 1995) of the way \Atrhite Mountain Apaches of Arizona relate to places
through a multitude of stories that inextricably link p.hysical space to cultural
narratives of history and morality illustrate the complexity of cultural construc-
tions of place, which can only be understood properly on the basis of a tho-
rough ethnographic knowledge of the society that expresses its particular sense
of place, to some extent even of the indivriduals telling stories that are anchored
in space. Cognitive anthropological approaches of this kind recognize place
primarily as something that becomes culturally relevemt only by virtue of its
being encoded by narrative, as something that acquires rn""tling ]or the people
that inhabit it through its cultural representation rather than a physicaf eniity
imposing constraints on inhabitants' ideas and actions.

Recent anthropological debates on place, which speak from the above exam-
ples of senses of place, community, and locality, have been dominated by such
culturalist understandings. They are thus to some extent expressions of the
discipline's fashionable postmodernist inifatuation witlh discourse, experience,
and subjectivity. However, there exists a very differerrt anthropological tradi-
tion of engaging with space that focuses rather on the political economy of
sPace/ that is, on investigating place as the setting of power hierarchies, exploi-
tation, and marginalization. From this perspective, places shape social relations
through historical trajectories of power and domination which are imposed
uPon people's lives in material and existential fashion,, not as mere discourses
or cultural mediations. Places may still be multivocal, but their voices are not
equally powerful.

This politically committed analysis of a political economy of space is rep-
resented, for example, by the writings of Marxist cuLltural geographers like
David Harvey (Harvey 7973), but it also represents aL strong trend in urban
anthropology, which cannot be addressed in detail herre.2 In recent years the
growing field of the anthropology of borders has demonstrated that even in an
age of increasing global interconnections, in some crucial locations - such as
borders - sPace continues to be structured by the interests of powerful political
actors. \tVhile evidently mediated by multivocal cultr.:Lral discourses, borders
remain instances where regimes of inclusion and exclusion are materi alized
that impinge upon people's lives in ways that severely restrict their agency (see
Donnan and Wilson I994;Donnan and Wilson 1999; Wilson and Donnan lggs).

I will illustrate the intricacies of the study of regio:n perspective with refe-
rence to one such borderland area that has been in the focus of anthropological

2 see for example, Eade and Mele 2002; Evans 2002; schneider and susser 2003.
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research for a long time, the Borderlands/La frontera region of the North Ame-
rican Southwest and Northem Mexico. Irr Americanist anthropology and geog-
raphy, there is a long tradition of the spatial structuring of culture, exemplified
by the classification of Native American cultures according to 'culture areas' as

defined by Clark Wissler and Alfred L. Kroeber in the early 20th century and
by well-established regional categories such as 'the Plains' , 'the Southwest', or
'the South' in history, geography, and related fields. The Borderlands encom-
pass a somewhat loosely defined area on both sides of the border between
Mexico and the Unitecl States, from southern Califomia and the northern part
of Baja California in th.e west to Southern Texas and the Mexican Gulf coast in
the east. Despite today's increasing impermeability of the actual border - a

situation that represenlls only the most recent picture in a long history of simul-
taneous efforts at bord.er consolidation (from the north) and border permeabi-
lity (from the south) - the Borderlands are shaped by a unique culture and a

constellation of border-crosscutting social networks that mark it as a region
that is clearly discernable and clearly distinguishable from its surrounding
areas.

In brief, several features have been identified by researchers that mark
the Borderlands as a region:

- a desert environment that has sparnmed a specific economy based mostly
on cattle ranching and a little irrigation farming

- a shared history shaped by the Spanish conquest and long-term control
(for a short time taken over by Mexico since 1821) of the whole area,
before the current borderline was established in the mid-l9th century;
this historical experience is very different from the majority of the Uni-
ted States

- as a result of this history, a large Hispanic population north of the bor-
der, with long-standing networks of social ties crosscutting the border

- a unique hybrid culture encompassing both Hispanic/Mexican and US-
American elements. This culture is the result of parallel processes of the
'Hispanicization' of the American culture north of the border and a stron-
ger, more immediate impact of 'Americanization' on the culture of the
northem part of Mexico than the rest of the country. This unique Border-
lands culture has produced a specific folklore and numerous expressions
in art and popu.lar culture and, last but not least, a view of the Border-
lands themselves as an icon of the construction of a unique identity.3

3 For a general overview of anthropological and historical research on the Borderlands
regiory see Alvarez 1995; Berndt 2004; Heyman 199L;Le6n2004; Lim6n 1998; MartinezIgg4;Ylla
2000; Vila 2003; Vila 2005.
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The history of the Borderlands testifies to the border's powerful propensity
to define insiders and outsiders in a regional context botir through dir.orrrr"
and political economY, but it also demonstrates that a regionalldentity can
develop despite such political divisions. Based on insights from long-term ant-
hropological studies of areas such as the Borderlands, 

-uornu 
conclusions can be

drawn regarding general aspects of an anthropological approach to region.
They can be organized around four overall themes:

(1) a region is a unique geographical space that can be - more or less
ciearly - identified by its physicar environment. In other words, a re-
gion is more than a concept that can shift across time and space -although its exact outline may be debated in scholarly and populu,
discourse, - it is 'fixed' on the map in a topographical sense.

(2) A region is not only a geographical entity, tnr-urru., but is also the
product of a concrete historical process. It is ,made, by political and
economic powers that structure it from above and that have created a
specific historical trajectory that sets the region apart from its surroun-
dings.

(3) A region is invested with specific meaning, emotional attachment, and
value 'from below', by the people inhabiting it. There are likely to be a
'regional culture' and the idea of a 'regional heritage,. As a place, a
region is subject to interpretations, narratives, perceptlons, feeliigs, un-
derstandings, and imaginations; these form the basis of a local identitv,
memory, and of specific future aspirations

(4) A region as.a meaningful space is maintained through the efforts of the
people inhabiting it. Lr turn, the region creates a specific social environ-
ment that becomes evident in forms of agency, of po*", relations, of
collective action, of social classifications, and of lo,cal ittachment through
identity and memory.

In the preceding pages I have sketched several strands of anthropological
approaches to space, along with recent renewed debater; on the undeistandins
of community and locality as metaphors for the discipline's continuing interej
in entities below the 'global' level. Can this help us to design a sp"ecifically
anthropological approach to region? Current reflections on locality and com-
munity indicate that anthropology is increasingly considlering spatially defined
identities as imagined and constructed to the same extent as, e.g., ethnic or
cultural identities. \A/hile it is fairly obvious that space is experienced different-
ty bI people occupying different positions in social sperce, an exclusively cul-
turalist approach fails to do justice to the political L"or,orny of spacei that
constrain people's agency and life-chances to a signilicant degree. For this
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reason/ a purely culturalist or postmodern interpretation of space falls short of
addressing the full cap,acity of places and regions to shape people's lives while
in turn being shaped lby people's actions.

It appears most us;eful to approach space in the same classical manner as

introduced for class by Marx (and transferred to anthropology by Clifford
Ceertz), as something that exists both by itself and for itself. With regard to
space, this means that a region exists at the same time as a physical and geo-
political entity and as a location of meaning to its inhabitants. The meaningful
experience of such a krcality, then, forms a specific kind of collective identity.
Both of these aspects must be historicized, i.e., analyzed from a diachronic
perspective: the political-economic circumscription of a region as well as the
production of a regional identity develop in a historical process. A.y synchro-
nic analysis of these dimensions is likely to fall short of grasping the full
impact of historical fo:rces that are at work in regional space. By providing an
analysis of these three dimensions (i.e., political economy, identity, and histo-
ry) based on grassroots ethnography in the study of spatial formations such as

places and regions, antlrropology can provide afutitfuL, comprehensive approach
to the study of place.
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Debatai apie erdvg, bendruomeng bei viet4 antropologiioje ir iq
naudingum4 regionuLi tyrindti

Ingo W. Schriiiler

Santrauka
Antropologijoje erclvei skirta nedaug demesio. Straipsnyje apZvelgiami keli

budai, kuriais antropoJlogai atkreipe demesi i vietos ir regiono problem4. Tai,
kad globalizacijos s4lygomis, nepaisant transnacionaliniq ry5iq, tebera svarbios
vieta ir bendruomene, priverte i5 naujo ivertinti erdvg kdip kulmriSkai sukonst-
ruot4 socialiniq santykiq ir individualios patirties lauk4. Vered Amit mintys
apie bendruomene ir Arjun Appadurai pateikta vietos samprata iliustruoja,
kaip vietos tapatumo supratim4 tuo pat metu formuoja globalizacija ir tikri
socialiniai santykiai, egzistuojantys ,,vietoje". Appadurai nuomone, viet4 for-
muoja du demenys: vietinis Zinojimas ir jo materialus pagrindas - kaimyniSki
santykiai. Nors ardomosios globalizacijos jdgos veikia vietos aplink4, vis delto
vieta tebera reikdminger Zmoniq kasdieniq gyvenimq struktura. Kitais i,odliais
tariant, Zmones yra ,,lvietinti" ta prasme, kad subjektas egzistuoja istoriniu ir
egzistencijos poZitrriu savitoje aplinkoje, vietoje, kuri4 apibtrdina jos padetis,
materiali forma, istorijia ir reik5mingumas.

Kad pripaZintume, jog erdve socialiai konstruojama, Margaret Rodman sitrle
laikytis poZi:0rrio, kad bttina nagrineti ,,apsigyvenim4" ('location') (t. y. veiklos
paskirstym4 erdveje), ,,vietos pojtti" ir ,,(veikimo) viet4" ('locale') (t. y. aplink4,
kurioje atliekama tam l.ikra veikla). Laikantis tokio poZiurio, turetq buti varto-
jama daugiareikimes vietos ('multilocality') s4voka. Ji reiSkia tai, jog vietos su-
pratimas konstruojamas remiantis ivairiais poZiflriais ir jam bfldingas daugia-
reikSmiSkumas. Itin svarbu, kad vietq ,daugiabalsiSkumas" bdtq nagrinejamas
etrrografiniuose lauko tyrimuose, t. y. butq tyrinejama,kaip, remiantis patirtimi
ir naratyvais, kurie atskJeidZia savit4 ,,vietos pojiti", vieta konstruojama kulm-
riSkai. Del Siq kognityviniq poZiflriq vieta pirmiausia atpaZistama kaip kaikas,
kas del jos kulturinio tarpininkavimo tampa svarbu joje gyvenantiems Zmo-
nems.
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Prie5ingai kulttrriniams aiSkinimams, antropologijoje egzistuoja kita tradi-
cija, kuri susitelkia ties erdves politine ekonomija. Rlmiantis ja, vietos supran-
tamos ne tik kaip kulhlriSkai sukonstruotos, bet ir kaip galioi hierarchijq, eks-
ploatavimo ir marginalizacijos aplinkos, kurios fo.m"op Zmoniq gyvenimus
Pagal istorines galios ir dominavimo trajektorijas. Rerniantis Sia pe-rspektyva,
daugiausia tyrinetos miesto aplinkos ir paribio sritys, mat dia ypad matyti, iaip
vyksta Zmoniq priemimo ir paialinimo procesai.

- Abi perspektyvos iliustruojamos remiantis gerai iStyrinetu JAV ir Meksi-
kos pasienio sridiq regionu. Sio regiono studijos peria keturias bendras idva-
das del antropologinio poZiorio i region4: (1) regionas yra ai5ki ai apibretta
geografine erdve; (2) jis taip pat yra politiniq ir ekonorniniq jegq atlikto struk_
turavimo istorinio proceso rczurtatas; (3) regione gyvenantys Zmones jam
suteikia savit4 prasme, vertq, yra emoci5kai piisiridg prie jo; egzistuoja regio-
nine kultora, regioninis tapatumas ir regioninio purr.,ldo idela; (4) pagaiiau
region4 reikdminga erdve padare jame gyvenantys Zmonesj regionas" kaip
savita socialine aplinka tampa matomas per veikimo formas, gutio, santy-
kius, socialinq klasifikacij4 ir kt.

Baigdamas teigiu, kad regionas antropologiniu poZiuriu turetq buti tyrine-
jamas ir kaip fizind bei geopolitine erdve, ir kaip socialinio tapatumo erdve. Tai
turetq buti nagrinejama diachronineje perspekfioje, kai i region4 Zvelgiama
kaip i unikaliq istoriniq procesq rezultat4.

Gauta 2006 m. Iapkriiio men


